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Abstract

Transport processes around the magnetic X-point of tokamaks, such as turbulence and mean-field
drifts, are scarcely understood. The assessment of the capability of turbulence codes to quan-
titatively reproduce these dynamics has been hampered by limitations in computational power
and available experimental data. In this paper, we present a rigorous validation of full-scale
simulations of a newly developed X-point scenario in the basic toroidal plasma device TORPEX,
performed with the four state-of-the-art codes FELTOR, GBS, GRILLIX and STORM. High-
resolution Langmuir probe array measurements of various time-averaged and fluctuating quanti-
ties and across the entire cross-section of TORPEX show that this X-point scenario features the
key ingredients of X-point dynamics, such as small-scale fluctuations as well as background drifts.
The codes are able to qualitatively reproduce some characteristics of the time-averaged fields,
such as the ion saturation current profiles at mid-height, the plasma up-down asymmetry and the
blob trajectories. A quantitative agreement is found for the background E ×B velocity pattern,
while the fluctuation levels are generally underestimated by typically factors of 2 or more, thus
background fluxes are found to dominate over turbulent ones in simulations. The sensitivity of
the simulation results on the plasma collisionality and on the position of the sources are tested in
GBS, showing a mild effect on the overall quantitative agreement with the experiment. Overall,
this validation reveals the challenges to reproduce the plasma dynamics near an X-point, and
provides a clear path to a quantitative, and computationally relatively inexpensive assessment of
future developments in turbulence codes.
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1 Introduction

One of the major challenges in magnetic fusion research consists in confining a burning plasma core
without damaging the surrounding vacuum vessel. In tokamaks, due to an imperfect magnetic con-
finement of the core plasma, heat is constantly expelled into the Scrape-Off Layer (SOL), where a
large part of the exhaust power is deposited on a relatively narrow layer on dedicated target plates.
If unmitigated, the resulting peak target heat fluxes predicted for a reactor exceed engineering limits
by an order of magnitude [1, 2, 3, 4]. The introduction of a poloidal field null or X-point in the
tokamak boundary, which diverts the SOL magnetic field lines away from the core plasma to spatially
separated target plates, is a key element to address this challenge. Such a divertor geometry offers
well known benefits in comparison to a limited configuration [5]. Divertor geometries are more effi-
cient in screening the core plasma from impurities and recycling neutrals generated at the plasma-wall
interface, allowing detached regimes with strongly reduced contact between the SOL plasma and the
target plates. They provide improved pumping capabilities of the particle exhaust, and facilitate
the access to high-confinement regimes [6]. Moreover, they provide additional volume for volumetric
power losses, and result in longer connection lengths in the SOL, allowing an enhanced cross-field
transport, thus a spreading of the heat flux over a larger area.
At the same time, however, the presence of an X-point results in a considerable increase in the com-
plexity of the highly non-linear SOL dynamics, governed by an interplay of turbulence, background
drifts, sources and sinks. A complicated flow pattern associated mainly with E×B drifts is observed
in two-dimensional (2D) transport codes [7] and in three-dimensional (3D) turbulence codes [8, 9].
In the H-mode favorable field direction, for instance, these drifts transport plasma particles from
the outer divertor SOL into the Private-Flux Region (PFR) and further towards the inner divertor,
causing large differences in the plasma parameters at the inner and outer targets. These background
drifts co-exist and non-linearly interact with complex turbulence dynamics. Theory and experiments
suggest that coherent turbulent structures called “filaments”or “blobs”, elongated along the field
lines, become strongly squeezed and tilted around the X-point, due to the strong flux expansion and
magnetic shear in this region, until they disconnect from the midplane [10, 11, 12]. This picture is
consistent with a quiescent region in the divertor near SOL, inferred from visible imaging [13] and
X-point/divertor probes [14], and the observation of blobs independent from those at the outboard
midplane in the outer divertor leg close to the separatrix and in the private flux region both in ex-
periments [15] and in simulations [16].
The most widely used tools to simulate these complex phenomena around the X-point are nowa-
days 3D fluid turbulence codes, even if different approaches, such as gyro-kinetic codes for the edge
plasma (e.g. [17, 18]) are also rapidly developing. Turbulence codes have greatly improved, in the
last years, the understanding of important phenomena occurring in the edge plasma. Scaling laws
for the characteristic heat flux width at the target or the pressure decay length at the midplane (e.g.
[19, 20, 21]) have been derived with 3D fluid turbulence simulations and compared with theoretical
models. Ultimately, however, in order to develop full predictive capabilities, these codes need to un-
dergo a thorough validation with experimental data. Initially, validation exercises focused on simple
magnetic configurations [22, 23], while more recently they have been extended to larger experiments,
as TCV (Tokamak à Configuration Variable [24]), in limiter configuration [25]. Multi-code validations
of seeded blobs had been performed against TORPEX [26] and MAST [27] experiments. A multi-code
validation of nonlinear flux-driven simulations against an ISTTOK poloidally limited plasma had also
been carried out [28].
In this work, we extend the previous code validation efforts with the aim to assess the maturity of
today’s numerical tools to treat the X-point region. Our objective is to test the physical models
implemented in the codes in their entirety, so their ability to describe at the same time large-scale
and small-scale flows, background drifts, outflows at the boundaries, and ultimately their ability
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to reproduce the global system behavior in time and space. For this purpose, a dedicated X-point
scenario is developed in the TORoidal Plasma EXperiment (TORPEX) [29, 30, 31]. TORPEX is
a basic plasma device operated at the EPFL, Switzerland. Due to relatively low plasma densities
and temperatures, TORPEX allows for full diagnostic access. In addition, thanks to a relatively
large ion sound Larmor radius with respect to typical tokamaks, full-size simulations of TORPEX
plasmas are readily accessible. An extensive experimental dataset, including measurements of both
time-averaged and fluctuating quantities in a wide 2D spatial domain, is built. Despite TORPEX not
being a device with reactor-relevant plasma parameters, the X-point scenario developed in this work
features key ingredients of tokamak X-point physics, such as the interaction of background drifts and
curvature-induced turbulent transport around the X-point, and it is thus suitable as benchmark for
the validation of the models implemented in turbulence codes.
The simulations of this scenario are performed with the state-of-the-art, 3D, flux-driven turbulence
codes FELTOR [32], GBS [21], GRILLIX [33] and STORM [34], which are able to describe the non-
linear interaction of profiles, turbulence, and flows with realistic X-point geometry and the presence of
closed and open field lines [32, 9, 35, 36, 37]. First, a qualitative comparison between simulations and
experiments is carried out. Then, a rigorous validation is performed with the procedure described in
Ricci et al, 2011 [23], developed following a similar approach to the one proposed by Terry et al, 2008
[38]. The results of the validation show that, in particular, the background E × B velocity pattern
around the X-point is well predicted by the codes, while the present simulations cannot reproduce,
within the experimental errorbars, most of the fluctuation properties, or the 2D distribution of the
fields in the poloidal section. As a consequence of the low fluctuation level predicted in simulations,
the background E×B fluxes are the dominant transport mechanisms with respect to turbulent fluxes.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the new TORPEX X-point scenario and
discuss the experimental results. In Section 3 we present the setup of the simulations. In Section 4
we compare experimental results with TORPEX experiments, and we quantify the agreement of the
comparison. In Section 5 we discuss a sensitivity scan of collisionality and particle source position
performed with GBS, and we present the conclusions in Section 6. A detailed description of the codes
used in this work is presented in Appendix A.

2 TORPEX X-point scenario

2.1 Experimental setup

The TORPEX device is composed of a toroidal stainless-steel vacuum vessel of major radius R0 = 1
m and minor radius of 0.2 m, and is operated at a toroidal magnetic field on axis B0

φ of typically
76 mT. For a visual overview of the device, see Figure 1 in [31]. In this work, no current is induced in
the plasma. Molecular hydrogen was injected in the vacuum chamber at the rate of 1 scm−3/min and
room temperature, and ionization was obtained by injection of microwaves in the electron cyclotron
frequency range [39]. This resulted in plasma parameters of the order of ne ∼ 1016 m−3 and Te ∼ 5
eV, and in ionization fractions of the order of 1%. Highly reproducible plasma discharges can be
sustained for several minutes, although we limited the diagnostics acquisition time to approximately
2 s.
Turbulence characteristics were determined in the bulk region of the vessel with the HEXTIP-U
(HEXagonal Turbulence Imaging Probe - Upgrade) system [40, 41], consisting of two Langmuir-probe
arrays installed at toroidally opposite locations in TORPEX. The two arrays, dubbed HEXTIP1 and
HEXTIP2 in what follows, cover the entire poloidal cross section in a hexagonal pattern with a grid
constant of 3.5 cm, and an estimated collecting area of the tips AHXT = 16.2 mm2. In this work,
the HEXTIP-U acquired data for a period of ∼ 1 s per discharge, at a 250 kHz acquisition frequency.
Cross-talk among neighboring probe tips was evaluated to be negligible [41]. We also measured time-
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averaged fields by means of SLP (Slow Langmuir Probes)[42]. SLP is a radially-movable vertical
array of 8 Langmuir probes spaced by 1.8 cm, each with a collecting area ASLP = 18.9 mm2. The
vertical position of the first tip array is fixed at the midplane (Z = 0), while the probe array can
point upwards or downwards in order to measure at Z ≥ 0 or Z ≤ 0, respectively. In this work,
the SLP radial position was moved by 1 cm from discharge to discharge from R − R0 = −12 cm to
R−R0 = 9 cm, and it was operated with a 335 Hz triangular voltage sweep and a 250 kHz acquisition
frequency. For each measurement point, this allows to infer the electron temperature Te from the
current-voltage (IV) characteristic curve. From the same curve, we evaluated the floating potential
Vf , that, combined with the Te measurement, gives the plasma potential ϕ via the sheath potential
drop model:

ϕ = Vf + ΛTe , (2.1)

where we estimate Λ = 3.1 for TORPEX. The ion saturation current density Jsat is simply derived
dividing the current by the probe collecting area, and the electron density is obtained as:

n = 2
Jsat
ecs

, (2.2)

where the factor 2 accounts for the ion-accelerating effect in the pre-sheath forming around the
probes in the bulk plasma.

2.2 The new X-point scenario

A new TORPEX magnetic field scenario was specifically designed for this work. Its key functionalities
are to guarantee a good diagnostic coverage around the X-point region, to have characteristics similar
to tokamaks in the vicinity of the X-point, and to comply with the numerical limitations given by the
turbulence codes. Given these constraints, an X-point is created using only coils outside the vessel,
contrarily to previous work [43], where an in-vessel coil was energized. This choice was driven by the
necessity to have a small flux expansion between different points on the same flux surface, in order
to limit the range of spatial scales that must be accounted for in turbulence codes. The resulting
magnetic configuration is a simple, up-down symmetric shape without closed flux surfaces, featuring
an X-point on the midplane of TORPEX. The flux surface including the X-point, from now on called
“separatrix”, separates four sectors of open field lines, as shown in Figure 1. The magnetic field lines
are the result of an analytic computation based on the current flowing in each coil, and not of a
magnetic plasma equilibrium reconstruction.

As shown in Figure 1, the X-point is located at R − R0 = 1.8 cm. An uncertainty on the radial
position of the X-point of ±0.6 cm was evaluated by means of a Hall probe, taking into account
uncertainties in the vessel position.
The toroidal field at the major radius R0 was set for this experiment to B0

φ = 76 mT, in counter-
clockwise direction when TORPEX is observed from above. As it will be explained in Section 2.5,
this toroidal field value leads to a particle source almost completely localized in the High-Field Side
(HFS) sector (R−R0 < 0). The ratio of the poloidal over the toroidal field at 1 cm from the X-point
is Bθ/Bφ ∼ 10−3, a value comparable to a TCV discharge with plasma current Ip ∼ 100 kA, at the
same position. The value of the magnetic shear is also of the same order as in a low-current tokamak
shot. The connection length diverges going from the vessel to the X-point, with characteristic values
of ∼ 50 m at R − R0 = −10 cm, corresponding to approximately 8 toroidal turns. The incidence
angle of the field lines at the vessel wall is approximately 0.5◦ for strike points at the HFS and 1.2◦

at the Low-Field Side (LFS).
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Figure 1: Poloidal cross section of TORPEX (the symmetry axis of the torus is located at the left)
showing the poloidal magnetic field structure in the new X-point scenario. The black thick line
represents the TORPEX vessel. White lines are iso-contours of the poloidal flux function. The
separatrix is plotted in red.

2.3 Optimization of the scenario

An optimization of the experimental reference scenario in TORPEX was carried out through the tun-
ing of several operational parameters. Several values of the toroidal field were explored, in the range
of 72 mT to 78 mT. Because of the proportionality between the Electron Cyclotron (EC) frequency
and B0

φ, the particle source moves towards the LFS with larger values of the toroidal field. The value
of 76 mT was chosen as reference, since lower toroidal fields gave very HFS-localized plasmas, while
higher values would have caused the source to be strongly overlapped with the X-point, resulting in
a more difficult interpretation of its effects on turbulence. Three values of injected microwave power,
300 W, 500 W and 700 W, were also tested. While the plasma density was found to increase with
input power, as expected, the plasma underwent an outward radial shift due to the shift of the Upper
Hybrid (UH) resonance layer. Besides this shift, the spatial distribution of the time-averaged density,
as well as the density statistical moments, were not found to change substantially. A power of 300 W
was chosen as reference.

A scan in the poloidal field magnitude was also performed. The poloidal field is given by two pairs
of vertically symmetric coils, where a different value of current is injected in each pair. The measured
value of the current injected in the coils has fluctuations with amplitude of ±2% of the nominal value.
These fluctuations can cause a vertical displacement of the X-point of the order of 1 cm, which we
do not expect to significantly impact the experimental measurements. The impact of these X-point
displacements on the flux expansion along flux surfaces is negligible. In the following we characterize
the magnitude of the poloidal field by the nominal current value in a given poloidal field coil Icp. On
one hand, a high poloidal field magnitude, for a fixed toroidal field of 76 mT, leads to a high magnetic
shear in the vicinity of the X-point, comparable to tokamak values. On the other hand, a high number
of detected blobs is also desirable, in order to have sufficient statistics to study their generation and
motion characteristics. A Conditional Average Sampling (CAS) ([44, 45]) is performed on the ion
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saturation current density Jsat collected by HEXTIP-U for each discharge in the poloidal field scan.
An event is defined as a blob if at a fixed triggering position, one has Jsat − ⟨Jsat⟩t > 3 std(Jsat),
where ⟨·⟩t defines the time-average. Around each event, we define a symmetric time-window of 400 µs.
For each time-step within the window, a separate average is performed across all windows, in order
to reconstruct the typical blob dynamics.

Icp (A) Number of detected blobs

75 100
150 32
225 34
300 16
450 2
525 4
600 0

Table 1: Number of detected blobs as a function of the current in the poloidal field coils in a time
interval of 60 ms of TORPEX X-point discharges.

As visible in Table 1, the average number of blobs detected in this manner during a fixed time
window decreases with increasing poloidal field. The scenario with Icp = 225 A was selected, as it
features a high number of blobs, and a ratio of poloidal to toroidal field that is comparable to a
tokamak in the vicinity of the X-point.

2.4 Results in the reference scenario

We performed a total of 44 discharges (selected from numbers #72760 to #72809) using the reference
scenario (described in Section 2.3), which allowed us to achieve a good spatial resolution with the
SLP. At the same time, HEXTIP1 was operated in ion saturation current mode (see Figure 2) while
HEXTIP2 was in floating potential mode.

Figure 2: Ion saturation current density statistical moments measured by HEXTIP1, averaged over
the shot database. The black crosses represent the position of the probe tips. a) Time average of the
ion saturation current. b) Standard deviation. c) Skewness.

We notice from Figure 2a that the average ion saturation current density, whose spatial distribu-
tion can be used as a proxy for that of plasma density, has a rather strong up-down asymmetry, unlike
most of the previous experiments on TORPEX (e.g. [46, 26]). The HFS sector is filled with plasma
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due to the source being located there. In addition, high saturation currents are measured in the top
sector, in contrast with the bottom one. This suggests an asymmetry in transport mechanisms. The
Jsat fluctuation amplitude is generally stronger where Jsat is stronger, with a small displacement of
the maximum to the top and the LFS with respect to the Jsat peak. The fluctuation skewness is
negative in the HFS sector and positive in the LFS one, with a peak in the vicinity of the X-point.
This suggests that turbulent structures are generated in the HFS or top sectors, then move radially
outwards, with large events propagating through the low-density region. This feature was already
observed in TORPEX scenarios with vertical poloidal field [30], although in those cases the blob
behavior was homogeneous in the vertical direction.
A series of discharges with the same poloidal field as in the reference scenario, but reversed toroidal
field, was operated, acquiring data both with HEXTIP-U and SLP (shots #73035 − #73046). As
expected, considering that the magnetic configuration is up-down symmetric, the resulting Jsat, float-
ing potential (Vf ) and electron temperature (Te) profiles were up-down flipped with respect to the
reference scenario. This excludes a possible impact on plasma behavior of non-symmetric elements,
such as the in-vessel coil, placed near the top of the vessel at R = R0, Z = 17.5 cm during the
experiments described here, or the positioning of the microwave source at the bottom of TORPEX.

The CAS technique, applied to the reference series of discharges, shows that the blobs are typically
born in the HFS sector, in the region where the density is highest, as shown in Figure 3a. The turbulent
structures propagate then upwards and towards the LFS, approximately following the direction of the
separatrix. The conditionally averaged blob propagates with a velocity of the order of 1 km/s, similarly
to previous studies in different magnetic configurations [43, 47]. The blob is associated to a dipolar
structure in electric potential, which is observed on the floating potential (Figure 3b). The electric
field associated to this dipolar structure, of the order of 0.1 kV/m, is comparable to the background,
time-averaged electric field, which we can infer from SLP measurements of plasma potential. This
is shown in Figure 3c, where the steady-state E × B velocity pattern is also represented. One can
notice that, at least in the top part of the device, the background E × B drift velocity reaches
its largest magnitude in the proximity of the separatrix, and its direction is approximately aligned
to the separatrix. The plasma potential spatial distribution is clearly determined by the electron
temperature, whose measurements are shown in Figure 3d.
Several trigger locations have been tested for the CAS, especially in the LFS region with high skewness,
in order to understand if different blob propagation patterns are present. This test shows that the
fluctuations measured at far LFS locations are the result of the spreading of relatively large blobs
propagating through the X-point or the upper branch of the separatrix. From this analysis, a clear
pattern for the generation and propagation of blobs in this scenario emerges. After being generated in
a high-density region, blobs propagate upwards and towards the LFS, through the vicinity of the X-
point, then progressively lose amplitude before reaching the TORPEX vessel. The propagation of these
blobs is caused by both background E×B drift, and by the local, self-induced dipolar structures of the
potential. These components contribute to a comparable extent to the blob propagation, confirming
the importance of a multi-scale analysis of the problem.
In order to gain insight into the turbulence dynamics in the parallel direction, we evaluated the
correlation of turbulent structures by operating in ion saturation current mode both HEXTIP1 and
HEXTIP2. In most of the poloidal section, the field lines pitch angle is small, and plasma fluctuations
appear to be toroidally aligned, showing very similar time traces at two tips at identical poloidal
location in the two arrays. This observation indicates a “resistive”interchange instability, which was
extensively described in [48]. Only in regions far from the X-point the toroidal alignment is lost,
and we observe the field alignment typical of an “ideal”ballooning instability. This is due to the
fact that the poloidal field is stronger in this region, and turbulent structures cannot toroidally self-
connect anymore. This is in quantitative agreement with modelling predictions and previous TORPEX
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Figure 3: a) Blob propagation dynamics obtained from Conditional Average Sampling. The color plot
shows the averaged Jsat fluctuation at the triggering time τ = 0. In blue, the contours correspondent
to 0.6max(Jsat(τ)), for τ = −60 µs, τ = 0 µs and τ = +60 µs. The triggering location is indicated
by the cyan cross. b) Conditionally averaged Vf fluctuations at the triggering time. In blue, the
corresponding Jsat contour. c) Average plasma potential measured by SLP. Black arrows indicate
the corresponding E ×B velocity field. The arrow length is proportional to the speed, which can be
compared to the 1 km/s of the arrow in the legend. d) Electron temperature measured by SLP.
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experiments [48], which found a transition from ideal to resistive interchange instability when the field
line connecting two vessel points makes a number of toroidal turnsN > 7. In our case, at the midplane,
this condition is fulfilled everywhere except for R − R0 < −12 cm and R − R0 > 14.5 cm, where we
actually observe field aligned-structures. In these peripheral regions, in fact, the maximum correlation
between the ion saturation current signal in HEXTIP1 and HEXTIP2 is found at the probes which
are field aligned, and not at the ones which are toroidally aligned.

2.5 Source determination by power modulation

Dedicated experiments were carried out to determine the profiles of the particle source, needed as an
input for the simulations. Most of the deposited energy of the injected microwaves is absorbed by the
plasma at the EC and, more importantly, at the UH resonance layers [49]. While the EC layer position
depends only on the norm of the total field (to a good approximation equal to the toroidal field), and
can thus be determined a priori, the UH layer position and shape depend on plasma density through
the relation:

RUH = REC

√(
1− ne2

f2RF 4π
2ϵ0me

)−1

, (2.3)

where REC is the radial position of the EC resonance layer, n is the plasma density, and fRF = 2.4
GHz is the frequency of the injected microwaves. The method described in [39] was adopted for the
determination of the particle source. The microwave power was modulated using a square wave with
minimum injected power Pmin = 300 W (our baseline value) and maximum power Pmax = 1200
W, with duty cycle of 10% and frequency of 250 Hz. We measured with HEXTIP1 the average
perturbation in the ion saturation current density ∆Jsat with respect to the low-power phase. The
measurement was taken after the nominal beginning of each high-power phase, at ∆t = 17 µs, in
order to avoid the influence of transport phenomena. Then, the measurements in all the power cycles
were averaged. Under the assumption that the spatial distribution of the particle source is similar to
that of the increment in measured saturation current (Sn(R,Z) ∝ ∆Jsat), and that the perturbations
of the background plasma are negligible (∆Jsat ≪ ⟨Jsat⟩t), we obtain the source spatial distribution
illustrated in Figure 4.

In order to numerically implement the sources in the codes, they were fitted with the function fS :

fS =


exp

[
−
(
R−RS

a

)2 − (
Z−ZS

b

)2]
if R > RS

1
2 exp

[
−
(
R−RS

a

)2
+ c (R−RS) (Z − ZS)−

(
Z−ZS

b

)2]
+ 1

2 exp
[
−
(
R−RS

a

)2 − c (R−RS) (Z − ZS)−
(
Z−ZS

b

)2]
if R ≤ RS

, (2.4)

where RS = 0.98 m and ZS = 0.02 m, and parameters a, b, c have been optimized to fit the
source function. The fit function fS , represented by contour lines in Figure 4, is up-down symmetric,
although shifted downwards in the vertical direction with respect to the midplane by 2 cm. We further
assume that the electron energy source has the same spatial distribution as the particle source. The
ion power source is neglected, since for typical TORPEX plasmas Ti ≪ Te.

3 Simulations setup

3.1 Modeling assumptions

Two-fluid, global 3D turbulence codes are used to simulate the TORPEX X-point scenario. Since
the ionization fraction in TORPEX plasmas is estimated to be approximately 1%, we consider a
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Figure 4: Measured particle source, normalized to its maximum. White, cyan, green and red dashed
lines represent the contours of the fitting function fS = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, respectively. The
magenta diamond indicates the position at which simulations are meant to match electron density
and temperature.

background of hydrogen molecules with fixed density nm = 1018 m−3, constant in time and space.
Electrons can lose momentum not only by electrostatic collisions with ions, but also by collisions with
neutrals, in particular with hydrogen molecules. The electron-ion collision time [50] for a hydrogen
plasma with Te ∼ 5 eV and ne ∼ 1016 m−3 is τei ∼ 2 · 10−5 s. The electron-molecule collision time for
the mentioned plasma and neutral conditions is shorter, τem ∼ 7 · 10−6 s [51]. Considering this last
interaction as the main momentum loss mechanism for electrons, we find that the mean-free path for
collisions is lem = vth,eτem ∼ 6 m. As specified in section 2, the connection length L∥, measured along
the field line from one point on the vessel to the other, is in the range of 10 to 100 m, resulting in a
collisionality ν∗ ≡ L∥/lem ∼ 10. Therefore, first order corrections to the fluid approximation adopted
here, such as heat flux limiters, are not expected to be important. The obtained value of collisionality
is comparable to the one that can typically be found for electron-ion collisions in a tokamak SOL with
Te ∼ 20 eV and ne ∼ 1019 m−3.
The neutral dynamics is not modelled in this work. Nevertheless, we model plasma-neutral interactions
in a simplified manner, taking them into account in friction terms (and also in the parallel heat
conduction term in STORM, Appendix A). All the codes accounted only for the dominant electron-
molecule collisions, except for STORM, which has taken into account also electron-ion collisions. Since
the rate coefficients for electron-atom and electron-molecule elastic collisions are similar (see [52] for
ions, [51] for molecules), the impact of considering two different neutral species in our simulations
would have been negligible.
The shape of the density source function, Eq. (2.4), has been hard-coded in all the codes. There are
no available measurements of the energy source in TORPEX, therefore the latter is imposed in the
codes with the same shape as the density source. Notice that GBS and GRILLIX impose an electron
temperature source shaped as given by Eq. (2.4), while STORM imposes an energy source of the
same shape, see Appendix A. Since there is a large uncertainty in the experimental determination
of the amplitude of the sources, we decide to tune the amplitude of the source so that electron
density and temperature match the experimental values at a specific point. This point was selected
to approximately correspond to the position of the maximum of the measured density and is located
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at (R,Z) = (0.96, 0) m, as indicated on Figure 4. The values to be matched are ne = 2.1 · 1016 m−3

and Te = 5.3 eV. Ions are assumed to be cold (Ti = 0).

3.2 Relevant differences between codes

The model and the numerical techniques of each code are presented in detail in Appendix A. The
main characteristics of the turbulence codes, in the version used in this work, are summarized in table
2.

FELTOR GBS GRILLIX STORM

Flux-aligned grid No No No Yes
Resolution 972× 972× 32 150× 200× 32 444× 504× 16 96× 128× 64
Model Gyro-fluid Drift-Fluid Drift-Fluid Drift-Fluid
Isothermal Yes No No No
Electro-magnetic induction No No Yes No
Boussinesq approximation No Yes No Yes
Boundary conditions Simplified Generalized

Bohm
Bohm-
Chodura

Bohm-
Chodura

Penalization No No Yes No
Buffer at the boundary No Poloidal Radial No

Table 2: Characteristic features of the turbulence codes participating in the validation procedure.
The reported number of grid points correspond to the horizontal, vertical and toroidal directions for
FELTOR, GBS and GRILLIX, and to the radial, poloidal and toroidal directions for STORM.

One of the main differences between the codes is the grid geometry. GBS uses a non-aligned
cylindrical grid. GRILLIX and FELTOR use a cylindrical grid, which can be considered as “locally
field-aligned”because of the flux-coordinate independent method used to discretize parallel direction
[33]. In FELTOR, the grid is a square on the poloidal plane including the whole vacuum vessel, with
R − R0 ∈ [−20; 20] cm and Z ∈ [−20; 20] cm, while in GBS, the rectangular domain is vertically cut
at approximately the position where the separatrix meets the vessel on the LFS, so R−R0 ∈ [−20; 20]
cm and Z ∈ [−15; 15] cm. Both STORM and GRILLIX cut the domain radially at a flux surface
corresponding to R−R0 ≃ 17 cm at the midplane. In the poloidal direction GRILLIX cuts the mesh
following the direction perpendicular to the flux surfaces, at the most suitable poloidal position to
best capture the location of the targets, while the poloidal edge of the STORM grid approximately
follows the wall. For all codes, the grid resolution in the poloidal plane is comparable to the sound
Larmor radius, which in the conditions explored in this work, is ρs ≃ 2 mm. STORM constructs
field-aligned coordinates using the poloidal angle as the field-line following coordinate, so the very
shallow field line pitch in TORPEX means that the parallel resolution is rather compromised, see
Appendix A. Nevertheless, all the codes are run with a resolution sufficient to catch the dominant
parallel dynamics, which is characterized by low parallel wave numbers. The actual number of points
used for the calculations, indicated in Table 2, depends on the numerical schemes adopted by the
different codes, that are described in Appendix A.
The codes solve drift-reduced Braginskii equations, except for FELTOR, which solves a set of gyro-
fluid equations, thus being able to account for Finite Larmor Radius (FLR) effects. The FLR effects
can impact blob properties and thus cross-field turbulent transport [53, 54]. All the codes except
FELTOR evolve the electron temperature, while only GRILLIX takes into account electromagnetic
induction. GBS and STORM apply the so-called “Boussinesq”approximation to vorticity. The impact
of this approximation on SOL turbulence was studied in [55, 56] and its influence on zonal flows in
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[57].
Boundary conditions represent also a major difference between the codes. FELTOR uses a simplified
set of boundary conditions, which ensure a local particle outflow at the boundary. GBS uses a set of
generalized Bohm boundary conditions, derived in [58], at the top and bottom boundaries, allowing
in particular currents to flow in and out of the targets. A simplified set of boundary conditions,
described in Appendix A, is applied in GBS at the HFS and LFS boundaries, where plasma density
is substantially lower than at the X-point, and thus the interaction with the wall is not relevant. In
this work, GRILLIX uses a set of Bohm-Chodura boundary conditions [59], which take into account
the correction to parallel flows due to E × B poloidal drift, although it does not allow the flux of
electric charge through the boundaries. The “penalization”numerical technique is adopted to apply
these conditions, in order to account for complex geometries of the plasma-wall interface [33, 60].
STORM applies E × B drift-corrected Bohm-Chodura boundary conditions allowing currents at the
targets. GBS imposes a buffer region with diffusion coefficients multiplied by a factor 20 in the
vicinity of the targets, with a characteristic vertical width of 4 mm, in order to avoid spurious fluxes
and limit the perturbations affecting the boundaries. A similar buffer region is imposed in GRILLIX
at the radial boundaries, thus far from the strike points. For numerical reasons, GBS simulations
in this work are run wit a mass ratio mi/me lower by a factor 6 with respect to reality, and with a
constant collisionality in time and space. The impact of collisionality is discussed in Section 5. All
the codes except for GRILLIX (see Appendix A for details) assume that turbulence is electrostatic.
This assumption is justified by the extremely low values of β reached by TORPEX plasmas.

4 Multi-code simulation results and validation with the ex-
periments

In this section the code results are compared with the experimental data. As a first step, individual
profiles of fields of interest are qualitatively compared among the codes and with the experiment.
Then, the level of agreement between simulations and experiments is quantified, for a substantial set
of observables, using the methods proposed in [23].

4.1 2D comparison of plasma fields and statistical properties

First, we analyze plasma fields averaged over time and toroidal direction. Figure 5 shows the 2D
profile of some plasma fields of interest, and the comparison with the experiment. We remark that
the experimental data is only averaged in time, since measurements are toroidally localized.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5: a) On the left, time-averaged ion saturation current density from HEXTIP-U. On the right,
ion saturation current density averaged over time and toroidal direction for all the codes. b) Average
plasma potential from SLP and from the codes. The arrows represent the E×B velocity. c) Average
electron temperature from SLP and from the anisothermal codes.
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As shown in Figure 5a, the ion saturation current peaks near the source location for every code,
slightly further towards the LFS than the experiment, with a slight vertical displacement in the
upwards direction for STORM and in the downwards direction for FELTOR. Most of the codes can
qualitatively reproduce the up-down asymmetry observed in experiments (with the top sector more
strongly filled with plasma than the bottom one), although in the simulations the ion saturation
current profile is systematically less elongated along the vertical direction. As also seen in Figure 5a,
in the simulations, the ion saturation current is substantially larger in the LFS lower branch of the
separatrix as compared to the experiment. This suggests an overestimation of the transport across
the separatrix in the simulations or differences in the source terms. The plasma potential resulting
from simulations, Figure 5b, closely follows the electron temperature spatial distribution, Figure 5c.
This is expected as a result of the proportionality between the potential sheath drop and the electron
temperature. The electron temperature, Figure 5c, generally shows a field-aligned pattern, although
with the formation of relatively strong parallel temperature gradients in GBS and partly in STORM,
while the field-alignment seems to be absent in experiments in the top and bottom sectors. Although
in simulations the plasma potential is spatially more peaked than in experiments, the strong gradient
across the LFS upper branch of the separatrix is well reproduced. This leads to an average E × B
velocity along the same direction as in experiments (see 5b). The comparison of time-averaged E×B
velocities between the simulations and the experiment shows stronger poloidal velocities along the
lower LFS separatrix branch, which could contribute to the filling of the LFS sector. Despite this
small difference, the overall E×B velocity pattern found by the codes matches well the experimental
one. An analysis of the E×B particle fluxes is described in Section 4.3. Overall, the simulation results
are strongly reminiscent of the source shape and position that have been imposed. In experiments,
the marked homogeneity of the profiles in the vertical direction could be due to an effectively more
homogeneous source, in particular of energy, than the evaluated one, to some transport mechanism
underestimated by the codes, or to an homogenization of the temperature due to electron-neutral
collisions.
The integrated power source needed to match the reference density and temperature value in the
codes is of the order of 1 W. This quantity is lower by two orders of magnitude with respect to
the experimental injected power. This is due to the fact that i) in the experiments, only part of
this power is absorbed by the plasma and ii) in simulations we do not include the energy losses to
neutrals (ionization and excitation), which represent the main energy loss mechanisms for electrons
[49]. Therefore, the power source in our codes only compensates the losses at the walls, which,
for realistic plasma parameters, is indeed of the order of 1 W. This calls for new simulations that
self-consistently include neutrals, to better model the transport of electron energy.

4.2 1D comparison of radial midplane profiles

The main statistical moments of the ion saturation current density and of the floating potential are
calculated for each code, and compared to HEXTIP-U measurements.

As noticeable in Figure 6, the simulations generally show a midplane profile of the ion saturation
current density in good agreement with experiments, except for FELTOR, that is characterized by
smaller gradients. The level of Jsat fluctuations is generally underestimated by all codes, by a factor
2 or more. In particular, the level of fluctuations seems low in the region corresponding to the peak
density. We remark that a low level of fluctuations with respect to experiments was obtained also in
past simulations of simpler TORPEX configurations [22]. Nevertheless, in the present simulations,
the level of fluctuations can reach 40% for all codes near the strike points (not shown here). In the
experiment as well as for most of the codes, the skewness of Jsat fluctuations is close to zero in the
source region and becomes positive in the LFS region, reminiscent of the tokamak Scrape-Off Layer
[61]. In simulations, however, the skewness also becomes positive in the HFS region, in clear contrast
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Figure 6: Radial profiles of statistical moments of the ion saturation current density and of floating
potential at the midplane (Z = 0 cm), compared with experimental data from HEXTIP-U. The
vertical dashed line indicates the position of the X-point. The evaluation of the experimental errorbars
is explained in Section 4.4.

to the experiment. This is caused by the fact that coherent structures are radially propagating to-
wards the LFS in the experiments, while this propagation can happen also towards the HFS, mainly
along the upper separatrix branch, in the simulations.
The codes seem to catch a floating potential negative peak at the separatrix, and a maximum of
its fluctuation amplitude, although at the LFS of the X-point instead of its HFS as in experiments.
The absolute value of the floating potential is usually not matching well the experiments. One of
the possible reasons for this observation is that the electron velocity distribution could differ from a
Maxwellian, affecting the sheath potential drop. No trend is clearly visible in the skewness of floating
potential fluctuations.

4.3 Blob dynamics and and cross-field transport in simulations

In order to interpret statistical moments of the fluctuations resulting from simulations, it is useful to
qualitatively describe the behavior of turbulent structures. Generally, the largest blobs form close to
the X-point (most of the time slightly above it, in the top sector), where they are toroidally connected
[43]. The turbulent structures get field-aligned further from the X-point, at a similar location as
experiments. Examples for each of the codes are shown in Figure 7. In some cases, as for GBS,
the blobs stagnate at the same position for some ∼ 10 µs, rotating around their centre. Then, they
are expelled from the high-density region, most of the time following the upper LFS branch of the
separatrix, as observed in experiments, but sometimes also horizontally across the X-point or along
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GBS

STORMGRILLIX

FELTOR

Figure 7: Snapshot of the ion saturation current density fluctuation δJsat = Jsat − Jsat (A/m2) at a
chosen time t0, different for each of the codes (zoom around the X-point region). Dashed, solid and
dashed-dotted green lines indicate the blob contour at three different time frames, indicated on the
figures. The separatrix is represented in blue.

the other branches of the separatrix. When crossing the separatrix at the LFS, most of the blobs
get quickly squeezed along the flux surface, and they are completely damped after some ∼ 10 µs.
In STORM, the dynamics seems slightly faster than in the other codes, and the blobs are generated
at a position slightly further from the X-point (Figure 7). A qualitative comparison with Figure 3a
suggests that the blobs detected in the simulations have generally a lower amplitude with respect to
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experiments, and a smaller cross-section. Additionally, the analysis of the correlation among the ion
saturation current signals in HEXTIP1 probes has been performed, then applied also to simulation
results. The correlation lengths resulting from this analysis confirm the smaller size of the structures in
simulations with respect to the experiment. Wave-like turbulence develops in all codes at flux surfaces
further from the X-point, correspondent to a radial position at the midplane of approximately 5 cm
< R−R0 < 10 cm. These structures, which have smaller poloidal extent than the blobs, can interact
in a complex way with filaments created near the X-point, sometimes merging with them or affecting
their trajectory. Almost no turbulent structures are detected in simulations at the midplane in the
far LFS sector (R−R0 > 10 cm), thus explaining the low level of fluctuations observed in this region
(see Figure 6). Overall, the blob dynamics in simulations seems more concentrated near the X-point,
and faster by a factor ∼ 2 than the experiments, as visible from a qualitative comparison with Figure
3a.
Comparing the E × B flux associated to fluctuations and to mean-field drifts, we observe that in
simulations the background component is clearly dominant, by one order of magnitude, both for the
direction across flux surfaces (ψ) and for the poloidal direction (θ). GBS fluxes are shown, as an
example, in Figure 8, although all the codes involved in this work similarly show the dominance of
the mean-field E ×B fluxes.

It should be noted that, as in the experiments, the local potential dipoles that form within the blobs
are comparable to the background potential gradients. The relatively weak E × B fluxes associated
to the fluctuations in the simulations are partly due to the low amplitude of the density fluctuations,
and partly to the finite appearance frequency of blobs. In order to compare turbulent fluxes between
the codes and the experiment, the discrepancy in the density (or ion saturation current) fluctuation
levels must be solved first. Nevertheless, simulations give the clear indication that in the X-point
region, the background E ×B fluxes are stronger with respect to the turbulent contribution.

4.4 Validation methodology and results

Following the procedure described in [23], we now quantitatively determine the level of agreement
between numerical and experimental results. For each observable j, we evaluate the distance between
experimental measurement and simulation as:

dj =

√√√√ 1

Nj

Nj∑
i=1

(xi,j − yi,j)
2

(∆xi,j)
2 , (4.1)

where i = 1, ..., Nj are the points at which the value of the observable j is determined, xi,j is its
experimental value at the i− th point and yi,j is the simulation result at the same location. We note
that every point in the 2D arrays of HEXTIP-U and SLP measurements is considered in the validation.
We also note that here we do not consider the errors in simulations, since their rigorous evaluation
would require a parameter scan which would be computationally too expensive. Alternatively, an
indication on simulation uncertainties introduced by time and space discretization could be given
based on the method of the Richardson extrapolation [62], as previously done in [63]. Also this
method would be computationally very challenging.
The experimental uncertainty ∆xi,j is evaluated as:

∆xi,j =

√√√√ Nk∑
k=1

(
∆xki,j

)2
, (4.2)

where k = 1, ..., Nk are the different sources of error summarized, for each observable, in Table 3.
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Figure 8: Average in time and toroidal direction of the turbulent and the mean-field components of
the E ×B fluxes in the GBS simulation. The E ×B fluxes in the direction ψ across flux surfaces are
represented in the left panels, where the arrows indicate the positive ψ direction. The E×B fluxes in
the poloidal direction θ are represented in the right column, where the arrows indicate the positive θ
direction. The turbulent and the mean-field components are represented in the top and in the bottom
row, respectively. Note the difference in the colorbar between top and bottom row.

For HEXTIP-U data, the repeatability uncertainty is considered as the standard deviation of the
measurement over the 44 nominally identical shots included in the experimental dataset and per-
formed within one experimental session. In this way, we quantify the shot-to-shot variability of the
time-averaged measurements, within a series of discharges successively performed, with comparable
machine conditions. The uncertainty due to machine conditions for each observable is quantified as
the difference between the average measurement taken in the reference 44 shots, and the average
measurement carried out in a former series of 70 selected shots in the same scenario. Between these
two experimental sessions, TORPEX and its diagnostics system underwent some minor upgrades that
have slightly influenced the results. SLP measurements were taken only twice for each position dur-
ing the different experimental sessions, so the machine condition error is calculated as the difference
between the two measurements. In the temperature evaluation by SLP, the fitting of the IV curve
is also affected by uncertainties. Here we consider different ranges of biasing voltage over which the
fitting is performed, then identifying the differences in the fit results as the main source of uncer-
tainty. For this purpose, the minimum temperature fitting approach [64] was applied to two separate
voltage ranges, V ∈ [Vf,g;Vf,g + Te,g] and V ∈ [Vf,g + 1.1Te,g;Vf,g + 4.5Te,g], where Vf,g and Te,g are
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Observable Diagnostic Uncertainty sources Comparison hierarchy
level (Exp.; Sim.)

Jsat HEXTIP-U repeatability, machine conditions,
probes area

2 (1;2)

std (Jsat) /Jsat HEXTIP-U repeatability, machine conditions 2 (1; 2)
skewness (Jsat) HEXTIP-U repeatability, machine conditions 2 (1; 2)
V f HEXTIP-U repeatability, machine conditions 2 (1; 2)
std(Vf ) HEXTIP-U repeatability, machine conditions 2 (1; 2)
skewness(Vf ) HEXTIP-U repeatability, machine conditions 2 (1; 2)
V p SLP machine conditions, IV curve fitting 2 (2; 1)
n SLP machine conditions, IV curve fitting,

probes area
2 (2; 1)

T e SLP machine conditions, IV curve fitting 2 (2; 1)

Table 3: List of observables with corresponding diagnostics and sources of uncertainty. The experi-
ment, simulation and comparison hierarchy levels are also reported for each observable.

initial guess values for Vf and Te, respectively. This uncertainty also affects density, which is derived
from Jsat and Te measurements. Measurements of Jsat (HEXTIP-U) and n (SLP), are affected by
an uncertainty on the probe tip collecting areas. In the calculation of the level of fluctuations and
of the skewness of Jsat, however, this uncertainty averages out. The absolute value of density, and
thus also of ion saturation current, is scaled here, homogeneously over all points, in order to obtain
a calculated position of the UH resonance, Eq. (2.3), consistent with the peak of the source shape
shown in Figure 4. The uncertainty is thus due to the limited spatial resolution of HEXTIP-U in the
source measurements, which translates in an uncertainty in the upper-hybrid density.
Following Ref. [23], we quantify the combined experimental and numerical precision in the evaluation
of the observable j by the parameter Sj , defined as:

Sj = exp

(
−

∑
i ∆xi,j∑

i |xi,j | +
∑

i |yi,j |

)
. (4.3)

Also, based on the evaluated distances dj , the simulation-experiment agreement for each observable
j is quantified by the function Rj , defined as:

Rj =
1

2

[
tanh

(
dj − 1/dj − d0

λ

)
+ 1

]
, (4.4)

where d0 is a reference distance marking the transition from agreement to disagreement, and λ is
an arbitrary parameter characterizing the steepness of the agreement function Rj , thus determining
how fast one result passes from being considered in agreement to being considered in disagreement.
In this work, we impose d0 = 1, corresponding to the case where the distance of the numerical result
from the experiment coincides with the amplitude of the errorbar. We further set λ = 0.5 as in the
previous validation work [65].
Each observable is associated with an experimental hierarchy level and a simulation hierarchy level.
Every independent measurement or functional model combining several measurements adds one unit
to the hierarchy level [22]. For each observable j, these two hierarchy levels are combined together in
a comparison hierarchy level hj . The hierarchy levels are reported in Table 3. A weight Hj = 1/hj
is associated to each observable, so that the lowest levels are the most important in the validation
procedure. In this work, we focus on observables with low hierarchy level, which are the most direct
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measurements, and thus also the most important to be matched by simulations. The quality of the
comparison is then calculated as:

Q =
∑
j

HjSj , (4.5)

and it is a measure of how stringent or extensive the validation is [22], increasing with the number
of observables and with their precision, and decreasing with their hierarchy level. The overall level of
agreement between a simulation and the experiment, or “metric”, is defined as:

χ =

∑
j RjHjSj∑
j HjSj

, (4.6)

where χ ∈ [0; 1], χ = 0 indicating perfect agreement and χ = 1 no agreement. When applying
the validation procedure to FELTOR, which is isothermal, electron temperature is excluded from the
list of observables. The time-averaged floating potential is also excluded, since it is calculated as
Vf = ϕ−ΛTe, so through a model of the sheath dependent on Te, which is not applicable to FELTOR
simulations. Moreover, for FELTOR we calculate the statistical moments of the plasma potential ϕ
instead of the floating potential Vf , since in an isothermal model these fields differ only by a constant.
The results of the validation procedure for each code are reported Table 4.

FELTOR GBS GRILLIX STORM GBS GBS GBS
ν⋆×3.5 ν⋆×3.5 ν⋆×3.5

RS=0.90m RS=0.95m RS =0.98m

Jsat 46.5 14.5 20.6 17.85 26.7 11.3 19.9

std(Jsat)/Jsat 6.76 2.77 2.73 2.68 3.00 2.84 2.14

skewness(Jsat) 3.91 4.27 9.42 4.93 23.3 21.1 4.72

V f . 8.39 6.77 8.58 7.33 9.65 14.9

std(Vf ) 70.9 5.76 6.11 5.22 8.06 7.40 6.40

skewness(Vf ) 3.27 2.50 8.69 2.75 22.2 18.8 2.35

V p 3.06 1.28 1.33 1.60 1.26 2.35 1.62

ne 5.02 3.85 1.72 4.75 2.67 1.86 2.68

T e . 4.02 2.63 2.35 2.75 1.72 3.38

Q 2.86 3.50 3.63 3.54 3.72 3.74 3.58
χ 1.00 0.89 0.85 0.93 0.90 0.93 0.93

Table 4: Distance dj evaluated for all the observables in all the simulations. A green color indicates a
good agreement, while the more the background color tends to the red, the larger the disagreement.
The colorscale is saturated at 5, and empty fields correspond to quantities not simulated by the code.
The last two lines indicate the quality Q and the metric χ for each simulation. The last three columns
are referred to the simulations discussed in Section 5.

Globally, the agreement between numerical and experimental results, identified by the metric χ,
is not satisfactory from a quantitative point of view, as visible in Table 4. We remark here, however,
that not considering numerical errorbars makes this comparison particularly strict with respect to
previous validation works (e.g. [23, 25]). FELTOR, GBS, GRILLIX and STORM simulations result
in a level of agreement of χ ≃ 1.00, 0.89, 0.85 and 0.93, respectively. The observables determining these
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differences between codes are mainly the average density, temperature and plasma potential, where
the distance between codes and experiments is within a few (∼ 2) errorbars. The distance between
simulations and experiments is generally lower, and hence the agreement better, for the observables
evaluated with SLP measurements (V p, ne and T e), with respect to the ones derived by HEXTIP-U
(the statistical moments of Jsat and Vf ). We note, however, that the comparison with quantities
measured by HEXTIP-U is more stringent, as it involves a larger number of measurement points.
Although the validation results are quantitatively not satisfactory, we note here that the application
of the metric is a useful tool to assess, in an objective manner, how much the agreement can be
improved in future, more refined simulations. In addition, this quantitative evaluation allows to assess
the sensitivity of the simulation results to certain input parameters. Such an analysis is performed in
the next section.

5 Sensitivity to the source position and collisionality

Simulation results appear to be strongly dependent on the source terms (columns 3 and 4 in Fig-
ure 9). Moreover, the experimental assessment of the source includes several approximations and
assumptions. For instance, the limited spatial resolution of HEXTIP-U, which is used for the source
evaluation, as well as the imperfect control on the X-point position, can lead to an uncertainty on the
radial source position ∆RS ∼ 4 cm. The collisionality, evaluated from experiments, is a parameter
also affected by large uncertainties. In particular, the time-average resistivity in the reference point,
derived with the Braginskii model, can vary by up to a factor 4, considering the uncertainties on
electron density and temperature measurements. Therefore, three additional GBS simulations have
been performed, where the radial coordinate of the density and temperature source center RS has
been scanned, keeping all the other source parameters fixed, including the vertical position and the
intensity of the source. The collisionality has instead been increased by a factor 3.5 in this scan, which
allows computational time to be saved. This results in an increase of the parallel resistivity by a factor
3.5 and in a decreased parallel heat conductivity by the same factor, according to Braginskii estimates
[50]. Therefore, these simulations allow us to test also the sensitivity of the results, and of the metric
χ, on these parameters. The simulated values of source radial position RS are [0.90; 0.95; 0.98] m,
where RS = 0.98 m is the value used in the simulations discussed in Section 4. The validation proce-
dure is applied to these additional simulations and its results are included in Table 4.
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Figure 9: First row: plasma density in three GBS simulations with particle source at RS =
[0.90; 0.95; 0.98] m and increased collisionality. The center of the source is identified by a vertical
dashed line. The fourth column shows the reference GBS simulation with collisionality set to the
Braginskii value. Second row: the same for electron temperature. Third row: standard deviation of
the ion saturation current.

We compare first the two simulations with RS = 0.98 m, but with different collisionalities. We
notice that the density profiles at the outer midplane are broader in the high collisionality case (Figure
9, third column) with respect to the reference case (Figure 9, fourth column), as a consequence of
the increased resistivity. The higher collisionality leads to less field-aligned temperature as expected
from the lower parallel heat conductivity, and in general to a dynamics less concentrated along the
separatrix. Nevertheless, as visible from Table. 4, the floating and plasma potential show a higher
global disagreement with experiment at high collisionality, leading to an increase in metric ∆χ ∼ 0.05.
As the source moves further from the X-point, the average density and temperature peaks follow its
radial position, as visible in Figure 9 (first two rows). The lower LFS separatrix leg, nevertheless,
shows similar values of density and temperature in all cases. The behavior of turbulent structures also
qualitatively changes with the source position. As shown in Figure 9 (last row), the fluctuations with
the largest amplitude occur close to the source center, where the density peaks, and in particular on
its low field side. However, the further left the source is, the more the fluctuations tend to propagate
also to the HFS. In the case RS = 0.95 m, some blobs seem to spread in the top sector, increasing
density and temperature homogeneity there, and thus slightly improving the agreement with exper-
iments on these observables (see Table 4) with respect to the case with RS = 0.98 m. Nevertheless,
the peak of the fluctuation level is displaced with respect to the experimental one, so the agreement
on statistical moments gets worse. Globally, the resulting level of agreement is similar to the case
with RS = 0.98 m. In the case with RS = 0.90 m, the plasma strongly interacts with the HFS wall,
and the structures are mainly directed towards the HFS strike points, clearly in contrast with the
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experiment. Nevertheless, the resulting plasma potential, more homogeneous in the HFS and top
sectors, leads to a metric close to the reference case.
Globally, the dynamics shown by the reference simulation best approaches the blob dynamics observed
in experiments, with turbulent structures propagating principally along the upper LFS branch of the
separatrix. The time-averaged plasma potential seems to be best reproduced in this case, globally
leading to the best χ values found among GBS simulations. This analysis increases the confidence
in our experimental evaluation of the source position and collisionality. Moreover, it reveals that the
uncertainties on these parameters can mildly affect the global level of agreement, with a change of
∆χ/χ ∼ 0.05.

6 Conclusions

Previous multi-code validation studies of edge plasma turbulence, carried out with 3D fluid turbu-
lence codes, have been extended in this work to an X-point configuration in the basic plasma device
TORPEX, where the plasma is widely accessible by Langmuir probe arrays. For this purpose, a new
TORPEX experimental scenario, featuring a magnetic null but no closed field lines, has been devel-
oped. The poloidal field is scanned, and an intermediate value is chosen for the reference experimental
scenario, to have, at the same time, a relatively high blob generation rate and a magnetic shear in-
duced by the X-point comparable to the one in a tokamak. Langmuir probe arrays measurements
show that both the local potential dipole and the background plasma potential affect transport of
turbulent structures. Therefore, the newly developed TORPEX scenario includes the main elements
that need to be described by 3D fluid turbulence codes in the X-point region.
This X-point scenario was simulated with FELTOR, GBS, GRILLIX and STORM. Despite being com-
putationally relatively inexpensive, the simulations have proven to be challenging for all the codes
involved in this work, mainly because of the shallow incidence angle at the vessel, and the high level
of fluctuations near the boundaries. A further complication with respect to previous validations on
TORPEX is the intrinsic 2D nature of the problem on the poloidal plane, given by the geometric
structure of the X-point. In this framework, the flexibility of the codes, which are essentially built for
tokamak simulations, has been severely tested, in order to cope with the complex magnetic geometry
and the peculiar source shape.
The simulations are qualitatively and quantitatively compared to the experiments, using the proce-
dure detailed in [65]. The qualitative comparison shows that the codes are able to reproduce key
time-average features of the scenario, as the up-down asymmetry, the ion saturation current profiles
at mid-height and the blob trajectories. The quantitative validation shows that, in particular, the
average plasma potential, and thus the background E × B velocities, are reproduced within 1 to 2
errorbars, where the latter account for experimental uncertainties due to repeatability, machine con-
ditions and area of the Langmuir probe tips. An interesting observation in these simulations is the
clear dominance of fluxes due to background E × B drifts over those due to fluctuations, both in
radial and poloidal directions. Therefore, in these simulations the background fluxes determine the
average profiles. The sensitivity of the results on the source position and the plasma collisionality
was quantitatively assessed with additional GBS simulations. Varying these parameters in a range
compatible with experimental uncertainties led to a mild variation in the metric, a measure of the
global agreement between simulations and experiments, by ∆χ/χ ∼ 0.05 .
Some key discrepancies between simulations and experiments have been proven hard to reconcile.
Simulations generally underestimate the level of fluctuations, as observed in earlier TORPEX valida-
tions, and by consequence also the turbulent transport. The floating potential is generally not well
described, as well as the homogeneity of profiles in the vertical direction. The inclusion of a self-
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consistent description of neutral dynamics seems to be mandatory in order to improve the agreement
between simulations and experiments. In particular, the inclusion of electron energy losses by ioniza-
tion, excitation, dissociation and other relevant atomic and molecular processes which are neglected
at the moment, could improve the agreement in the average temperature profiles. Turbulence could
also be altered by the vorticity damping due to ion-neutral collisions. The X-point simulations would
also benefit from a more refined description of the microwave absorption by the plasma, which is a
complex dynamic process that determines the effective density and energy sources. The implementa-
tion of boundary conditions adapted to low-incidence angles would also be expected to improve the
description of the X-point scenario.
The present work is part of a multi-step validation process of the 3D fluid edge turbulence codes,
and paves the way for similar studies in diverted tokamak scenarios [66]. However, tokamaks are
more complex, and less accessible systems with respect to basic plasma devices, leading to a higher
difficulty of the validation exercise. The TORPEX X-point scenario is therefore important itself as a
benchmark for future improvements in the modelling. For instance, the inclusion of models for neutral
dynamics that are recently being coupled to turbulence codes (e.g. [67, 36]) could be tested on the
TORPEX X-point scenario, with a relatively low computational effort. The application of the same
validation procedure as performed in this work will allow a quantitative and objective assessment of
the effect of such improvements in modelling.

Supplementary Material

See supplementary material for a visual representation of the temporal evolution of the ion saturation
current density fluctuations in a TORPEX poloidal plane, resulting from FELTOR, GBS, GRILLIX
and STORM simulations.
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Appendix A Turbulence codes model

In the following sections, we present in detail the physical models solved in this work by the different
turbulence codes. In all the models, the notation is the following:

• n : plasma density ,

• ϕ : plasma potential ,

• Te : electron temperature ,

• pe : electron pressure ,

• v∥e : electron parallel velocity ,

• v∥i : ion parallel velocity ,

• ω : vorticity ,

• j∥ : parallel current.

The models are reported here in SI units, although the codes solve conveniently normalized equa-
tions. Additional quantities specific to each code are defined in the corresponding section.

A.1 FELTOR

For this study we use an isothermal 3D gyro-fluid model that includes Finite Larmor Radius effects
down to the gyro-radius, but polarization effects in the long wavelength approximation [68, 69, 70, 71].
The latter approximation has been relaxed only recently [72]. The perpendicular derivatives in the
gyro-fluid model are discretized in a discontinuous Galerkin framework, which couples to an FCI
expression for the parallel derivatives [54]. The FCI approach bases on finite-differences along the
magnetic fieldlines and makes use of the Legendre polynomial expansion in the discontinuous Galerkin
representation to obtain the necessary grid interpolations. The model is implemented in the FELTOR
library [32]. This library features platform independent algorithms implemented using modern C++
template meta-programming techniques and thus allows to run the code on a multi-GPU hardware
architecture. The use of binary reproducible scalar products makes the code both reproducible and
accurate.

In cylindrical coordinates and dimensionless units the general axisymmetric magnetic field can be
written as

B =
R0

R

[
I(ψp)êφ +

∂ψp

∂Z
êR − ∂ψp

∂R
êZ

]
, (A.1)

FELTOR uses an analytical expression for I(ψp) and ψp given by Reference [73]. Further, FELTOR
uses a toroidal/negative toroidal field line approximation. This applies b ≈ ±êφ to all perpendicular
terms (E × B drift, perpendicular elliptic operator and curvature operators) but retains the full
expression for the magnetic field unit vector b for parallel derivatives (∇∥ := b·∇ and ∆∥ = ∇·bb·∇).
Note that a negative sign −êφ enables a sign reversal of the magnetic field.

In cylindrical coordinates that is

∇⊥f = ∂Rf êR + ∂Zf êZ (A.2)

∆⊥f =
1

R
∂R (R∂Rf) + ∂Z(∂Zf) (A.3)
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The curl of b reduces to ∇× b = −±1
R êZ . This simplifies the curvature operators to:

K∇×b = − ±1

BR
êZ , K∇B = −±1

B2

∂B

∂Z
êR +

±1

B2

∂B

∂R
êZ K = K∇B +K∇×b, (A.4)

which results in a vanishing divergence of the curvature operator ∇ ·K = 0.
The model equations comprise the continuity equation for the electron density ne ≡ n, the ion

gyro-centre density Ni, the velocity equations for the parallel electron velocity u∥,e ≡ v∥,e and the
parallel ion gyro-centre velocity U∥,i. Note that the electron gyro-centre quantities coincide with their
drift-fluid counterparts due to vanishing gyro-radius. In contrast the ion gyro-centre quantities Ni

and U∥,i require a transformation back to particle space in order to compare to n and v∥,i. Omitting
species labels the model reads

∂

∂t
N +∇ ·

(
N

(
vE + vK + vC + U∥b

))
= −ν⊥∆2

⊥N + SN (A.5)

mN
∂

∂t
U∥ +mN

(
vE + vK + vC + U∥b

)
·∇U∥

+ 2m∇ · (NU∥v∇×b)−mNU∥∇ · v∇×b +mNU∥K∇×b(ψ)

= −T∇∥N − qN∇∥ψ + qnη∥j∥

+ ν∥∆∥U∥ +mN
(
−ν⊥∆2

⊥U∥
)
+mU∥

(
−ν⊥∆2

⊥N + SN

)
(A.6)

with the E ×B and curvature drift velocities

vE :=
êφ ×∇ψ

B
, vK :=

T

q
K, vC :=

mU2
∥

q
K∇×b, v∇×b :=

T

q
K∇×b. (A.7)

with qe = −e and qi = +e.
The electric potential ϕ is computed by the polarization equation

−∇ ·
(
miNi

eB2
∇⊥ϕ

)
= Γ1,iNi − ne, Γ−1

1,i := 1− miTi
2e2B2

0

∆⊥, (A.8)

given ϕ the generalized electric potential is defined as

ψe := ϕ, ψi := Γ1,iϕ− mi

2e

(
∇⊥ϕ

B

)2

. (A.9)

The parallel Spitzer resistivity (applied to current j∥ = ene(U∥,i − u∥,e) is

η∥ :=
0.51meνei
nee2

(A.10)

while ν∥ and ν⊥ are numerically motivated parameters that stabilize the simulation.
The model uses Dirichlet boundary conditions for the electric potential and the density and homoge-
neous Neumann boundary conditions for the velocity.

A.2 GBS

GBS [74, 9] is a three-dimensional, flux-driven, global turbulent code used to simulate plasma tur-
bulence in basic plasma devices as well as in the boundary of tokamaks. By assuming the Boussi-
nesq [74, 75] and the large-aspect ratio approximations, the equations implemented in GBS in the
cold ions and electrostatic limits are
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∂n

∂t
=− 1

B

[
ϕ, n

]
+

2

eB

[
C(pe)− enC(ϕ)

]
−∇∥(nv∥e) +Dn∇2

⊥n+ Sn , (A.11)

∂ω

∂t
=− 1

B

[
ϕ, ω

]
− v∥i∇∥ω +

BΩci

en
∇∥j∥ +

2Ωci

en
C(pe) +Dω∇2

⊥ω , (A.12)

∂v∥e

∂t
=− 1

B

[
ϕ, v∥e

]
− v∥e∇∥v∥e +

e

me

( j∥
σ∥

+∇∥ϕ− 1

en
∇∥pe −

0.71

e
∇∥Te

)
+

4η0,e
3nme

∇2
∥v∥e +Dv∥e∇

2
⊥v∥e , (A.13)

∂v∥i

∂t
=− 1

B

[
ϕ, v∥i

]
− v∥i∇∥v∥i −

1

min
∇∥pe +

4η0i
3nmi

∇2
∥v∥i +Dv∥i∇

2
⊥v∥i , (A.14)

∂Te
∂t

=− 1

B

[
ϕ, Te

]
− v∥e∇∥Te +

2

3
Te

[
0.71∇∥v∥i − 1.71∇∥v∥e + 0.71(v∥i − v∥e)

∇∥n

n

]
+
4

3

Te
eB

[7
2
C(Te) +

Te
n
C(n)− eC(ϕ)

]
+DTe∇2

⊥Te + χ∥e∇2
∥Te + STe

, (A.15)

∇2
⊥ϕ =ω (A.16)

where Ωci = eB/mi is the ion cyclotron frequency. The spatial operators appearing in Eqs. (A.11)-
(A.16) are the E × B advection operator

[
ϕ, f

]
= b · (∇ϕ × ∇f), the curvature operator C(f) =

B
[
∇× (b/B)

]
/2 · ∇f , the parallel gradient operator ∇∥f = b · ∇f , and the perpendicular Laplacian

operator ∇2
⊥f = ∇ ·

[
(b×∇f)× b

]
, where b = B/B is the unit vector of the magnetic field. The

operators are derived in the large aspect ratio approximation.
The physical parameters appearing in the model equations are the electron and ion viscosities, η0,e
and η0,i, the electron parallel thermal conductivity χ∥e, the parallel electric conductivity, σ∥ , and the
perpendicular diffusion coefficients Dn/ω/v∥e/v∥i/Te

. In this work, we assume that the dominant mo-
mentum loss mechanism is due to electron-molecules collisions, which leads to a parallel conductivity
of ∼ 770 S/m [51]. The magnetic presheath boundary conditions, derived in Ref. [58], are applied
at the top and bottom walls of the domain. In the (R,φ,Z) cylindrical coordinates and neglecting
correction terms linked to radial derivatives of density and electrostatic potential at the target plates,
the boundary conditions are written as

v∥i =± cs, (A.17)

v∥e =± cs exp
(
Λ− e

ϕ

Te

)
, (A.18)

∂

∂Z
n =∓ n

cs

∂

∂Z
v∥i, (A.19)

∂

∂Z
ϕ =∓ mics

e

∂

∂Z
v∥i, (A.20)

∂

∂Z
Te = 0, (A.21)

ω =− mi

e

[( ∂

∂Z
v∥i

)2 ∓ cs
∂2

∂Z2
v∥i

]
, (A.22)

where Λ = 3.1 in TORPEX simulations, and cs =
√
eTe/mi. The top (bottom) sign refers to the

magnetic field pointing towards (away from) the target plate. A set of simplified boundary conditions
is applied at the HFS and LFS boundaries, where the plasma-wall interaction is weak. At these
boundaries, the radial gradients of n, Te, v∥e and v∥i are set to 0, while ω = 0 and ϕ = ΛTe are
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imposed.
The differential operators appearing in Eqs. (A.11)-(A.16) are discretized on a non-field aligned Carte-
sian grid by using a fourth-order finite differences scheme [9]. The Poisson brackets operators are
discretized by means of a fourth-order Arakawa scheme. Time is advanced by using a standard fourth-
order Runge-Kutta scheme. Details on the numerical implementation are reported in Refs. [9, 21, 67].
The GBS domain has been recently extended to include the whole plasma volume when simulating a
tokamak [35]. GBS has been verified with the method of manufactured solutions [63] and extensively
validated with a rigorous validation methodology [23] against experimental results [74, 65, 25].

A.3 GRILLIX

GRILLIX [76, 33] is a 3D Braginskii-fluid turbulence code which, like FELTOR, uses the ‘flux-
coordinate independent’ method to discretize the parallel dynamics, and standard second-order finite
differences to discretize the perpendicular dynamics. For this study we use the model presented in
Stegmeir et al, 2019 [33], which is a set of non-Boussinesq, drift-reduced Braginskii equations. There
is no separation of the background and fluctuations of the solved fields, except for the current asso-
ciated with the background magnetic field. Electromagnetic induction is present in Ohm’s law, but
magnetic ’flutter’ terms, causing electromagnetic transport are disabled.

d

dt
n = nK(ϕ)− n

e
K(Te)−

Te
e
K(n) +∇ ·

[(
j∥

e
− nv∥i

)
b

]
+Dn(n) + Sn, (A.23)

∇ ·
[
min

B2

(
d

dt
+ v∥i∇∥

)
∇⊥ϕ

]
= −TeK(n)− nK(Te) +∇ ·

(
j∥b

)
+Dω(ω), (A.24)

min

(
d

dt
+ v∥i∇∥

)
v∥i = −∇∥pe +Du(u∥), (A.25)

− me

e

(
d

dt
+ v∥e∇∥

)
j∥

en
− ∂

∂t
A∥ =

0.51me

e2τen
j∥ +∇∥ϕ− 1

en
∇∥pe − 0.71

1

e
∇∥Te +DΨ(Ψm), (A.26)

3

2

(
d

dt
+ v∥e∇∥

)
Te = −7

2

Te
e
K(Te)−

T 2
e

en
K(n) + TeK(ϕ)− Te∇ ·

(
v∥eb

)
+ 0.71

Te
en

∇ ·
(
j∥b

)
(A.27)

+
0.51me

e2τen

j2∥

n
+

1

n
∇ ·

(
3.16

nTeτen
me

∇∥Te

)
+

3

2
DTe

(Te) +
3

2
STe

,

∇2
⊥A∥ = −µ0j∥. (A.28)

where the E ×B advective derivative and curvature operator are defined as:

d

dt
:=

∂

∂t
+

(
B

B2
×∇ϕ

)
· ∇,

K(f) := −
(
∇× B

B2

)
· ∇f.

Equations (A.23-A.28) represent the continuity equation, vorticity (quasineutrality) equation, parallel
momentum balance, Ohm’s law with electromagnetic induction and electron inertia, electron temper-
ature equation and Ampere’s law. For this study we use the electron-neutral collision time τen in the
resistivity and heat-conductivity coefficients.

For numerical stability, several kinds of diffusion are applied to the system, represented by the
operator Df = νf⊥∇6

⊥f + νf∥∇ ·
(
b∇∥f

)
+∇ · (νf,buffer∇⊥f). Within a poloidal plane, a 6th order

hyperdiffusion with a small prefactor is applied on all quantities to prevent energy from accumulating
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at grid scale – since the physical turbulence dissipation scale is expected to be too small to resolve.
A parallel diffusion, with a small prefactor, is applied to the density, parallel velocity and vorticity to
stabilise the parallel centred-difference scheme. Finally, in order to prevent spurious E×B influxes of
heat and particles due to electric fields along the perpendicular boundaries, a diffusion is applied on
all quantities except the potential near the boundaries of the limiting flux surfaces (but not in front
of the targets).

The particle and temperature sources, Sn and STe respectively, have the shape given in section
2.5. The source rates were tuned to match the nominal parameters, giving a particle source rate
of 2.18 × 1018 s−1 and a power source rate of 8.83 W. Additionally, to prevent the equations from
becoming stiff due to low values of density and temperature, an adaptive source was used to prevent
the density from dropping below 5× 10−15 m−3 and the temperature below 2.21 eV.

A penalization technique is used for the implementation of boundary conditions [33] at the targets.
A drift corrected Bohm-Chodura boundary condition with a flow-reversal limit is used:

u∥b̂+ uE×B · n̂ = max
(
csb̂, u∥,upstreamb̂, 0

)
, (A.29)

for the magnetic field line pointing onto the target. In the absence of local E ×B drifts, the parallel
velocity is simply forced to the greater of the local sound speed or the parallel velocity at its ‘up-
stream’ neighbour. However, when there is an E ×B drift across the boundary, the parallel velocity
is adapted to compensate for the spurious heat and particle influx up to the point that the parallel
velocity would point into the domain. Due to the very low angle of incidence in TORPEX (between
0.5◦ to 1.2◦), the drift-correction is outside the range of validity (≥ 1.3◦ [77]), and the resulting flows
are highly supersonic. The boundary condition is used nevertheless, since it is close to being valid
and preventing spurious influxes is highly desirable.

Furthermore, insulating sheath boundary conditions ϕ = ΛTe, j∥ = 0, the ‘sheath heat transmis-

sion’ boundary condition ∇∥Te = −γe
(
χ∥e0T

5/2
e

)−1

Tenu∥ for γe = 2.5, and simple upwinding for

density and vorticity – whereby we set the boundary value to the nearest interior upstream neighbour
– is used. At the outer limiting flux surfaces of the simulation domain we use a simple set of boundary
conditions, since they have less impact than the parallel boundary conditions. For this study we use
∂wn = 0, ∂wTe = 0, ϕ = ΛTe, ω = 0, ∂wu∥ = 0, j∥ = 0, where ∂w is the directional derivative to the
limiting flux surfaces.

A.4 STORM

The variant of STORM used for this project implements a cold-ion, electrostatic, drift-reduced set of
equations, similar to [37] but with some modifications, described below, to very approximately take
into account the large background density of neutral gas in TORPEX. STORM is implemented in
the BOUT++ framework [78, 79] (using a development version of the 4.4 series [80]) and uses a flux
surface aligned grid and field-aligned parallel derivatives.
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The equations evolved are,

∂n

∂t
= −ve∥∇∥n− 1

B
b×∇ϕ · ∇n− nB∇∥

(ve∥
B

)
+

1

e
∇×

(
b

B

)
· ∇pe − n∇×

(
b

B

)
· ∇ϕ+ Sn +∇⊥ (D⊥∇⊥n) , (A.30)

∂vi∥

∂t
= −vi∥∇∥vi∥ −

1

B
b×∇ϕ · ∇vi∥

− e

mi
∇∥ϕ+

Ri∥

min
−
vi∥Sn

n
, (A.31)

∂ve∥

∂t
= −ve∥∇∥ve∥ −

1

B
b×∇ϕ · ∇ve∥ −

∇∥pe

men

+
e

me
∇∥ϕ+

Re∥

men
−
ve∥Sn

n
, (A.32)

∂ω

∂t
= − 1

B
b×∇ϕ · ∇ω − vi∥∇∥ω +B∇∥

(
j∥

B

)
+∇×

(
b

B

)
· ∇pe +∇ · (µω∇⊥ω) , (A.33)

∂Te
∂t

= −ve∥∇∥Te −
1

B
b×∇ϕ · ∇Te −

2B

3n
∇∥

(qe∥
B

)
+

2Te
3en

∇×
(
b

B

)
·
(
∇pe − en∇ϕ+

5

2
n∇Te

)
− 2Te

3
B∇∥

(ve∥
B

)
+

2

3

(
vi∥ − ve∥

)
n

Rei∥

+
2SE

3n
+
v2e∥Sn

3men
− TeSn

n
+

2

3n
∇ · (κe⊥∇⊥Te) . (A.34)

Parallel and perpendicular (subscript ∥ and ⊥) are relative to the fixed background magnetic field,
whose magnitude and direction are B and b. The proton charge is e, the ion and electron masses
mi and me. The sources of density Sn and energy SE have the shape given in Section 2.2; their
amplitudes were adjusted to match nominal values of n = 2.1×1016 m−3 and Te = 5.3 eV at R = 0.96
m, Z =0. The resulting prefactors were 2.36×1020 s−1m−3 for the particle source and 426 Wm−3 for
the energy source. For this study we use constant perpendicular dissipation coefficients for particle
diffusion D⊥ = 0.522 m2 s−1, perpendicular viscosity µω = 0.522 m2 s−1, and perpendicular thermal
conductivity κe⊥ = 5.22 × 1015 m−1s−1. The generalised vorticity is related to the electrostatic
potential ϕ as ω = ∇ ·

((
n0/B

2
)
∇⊥ϕ

)
, and uses a form of Boussinesq approximation to replace n

with a constant reference density n0 = 1016 m−3.
Allowance for the background of molecular hydrogen is made by adding an extra term to the

parallel friction terms Re∥, Ri∥ and modifying the collision frequency in the electron parallel thermal
conduction qe∥. The electron-molecule collision frequency is estimated as follows. The momentum
transfer cross-section for electrons impacting molecular hydrogen is σeH2 ≈ 10−19 m−2 for electron
energies in the range 5−10 eV [51]. The molecular pressure is taken to be 0.02 Pa at 298.15 K,
giving a molecular density nH2

≈ 4.9 × 1018 m−3 using the ideal gas law. Finally estimating the
electron velocity with the thermal speed at 5 eV, the electron-molecule collision frequency is νeH2

≈
nH2

σeH2
vTe ≈ 6.5×105 s−1 ≈ 0.09Ωci, where the ion gyrofrequency is Ωci = eB/mi. To the electron-

ion parallel friction Rei∥ = 0.51mene
(
vi∥ − ve∥

)
/τei − 0.71ne∇∥Te, where τei is the usual electron-

ion Coulomb collision time, we add a friction with stationary neutrals ReH2∥ = −menve∥νeH2 , so
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Re∥ = Rei∥ + ReH2∥ in the electron velocity equation. We also add a friction between ions and

molecules RiH2∥ = −minVi∥
√
me/miνeH2

to help stabilise parallel flows, so Ri∥ = −Rei∥ + RiH2∥.
The parallel thermal conduction coefficient was reduced from the value for electron-plasma collisions
by a factor of νei(Te = 10eV)/νeH2 ≈ 49.7, while keeping the density and temperature dependence
unchanged qe∥ = −49.7× 3.16nTeτei∇∥Te/me− 0.71nTe

(
Vi∥ − Ve∥

)
. This form was found to be more

numerically stable than attempts to alter the density or temperature dependence to better represent
collisions with a constant-density background of stationary molecules.

At the parallel boundaries, STORM applies Bohm boundary conditions [81]. Due to the very
shallow angle of the magnetic field to the wall in this TORPEX scenario, here we add an E ×B drift
correction to the ion parallel velocity boundary condition [82]. The expressions used are

vi∥,sh = ±

[(
Te

mi +me

)1/2

− n · b×∇ϕ
B sin θ

]
, (A.35)

ve∥,sh = ±
(

miTe
2πme (me +mi)

)1/2

exp (−eϕ/Te) , (A.36)

qe∥,sh = ±
[(

1

2
ln (mi/2πme)−

1

2

)
nTeve∥,sh − 1

2
menv

3
e∥,sh

]
(A.37)

where n is the outward pointing normal to the wall and θ is the angle between the magnetic field
b and the wall. At the radial boundaries ϕ has a Dirichlet boundary condition set to a value that
relaxes so that the time- and toroidally-averaged component of ϕ has zero gradient at the boundary.
We apply Neumann radial boundary conditions to all other variables.

When solving ω = ∇ ·
((
n0/B

2
)
∇⊥ϕ

)
for the electrostatic potential, the equation is decomposed

toroidally into Fourier modes and solved as a decoupled set of 1D radial ODEs for mode numbers
n > 0 by neglecting parallel derivative terms using the assumption k∥ ≪ k⊥. Since this assumption
does not hold for low-n modes and given the importance of axisymmetric E × B flows in the very
shallow field line angles of the considered TORPEX scenario, the n = 0 mode is solved in 2D with an
iterative scheme implemented via PETSc [83, 84, 85] and using the BoomerAMG algebraic multigrid
preconditioner from Hypre [86, 87].

To improve numerical stability we introduce artificial source terms to impose a soft lower limit on
the density of n ≳ 5× 1014 m−3 and on the potential of ϕ ≳ 1 V.

The grid size was 96 points in the direction perpendicular to flux surfaces, 128 points in the
parallel direction and 64 points in the toroidal direction. Differential operators are discretized in
the radial and parallel directions using second order finite differences, an Arakawa bracket [88] is
used for the E × B advection terms, and toroidal derivatives are calculated using the FFT method.
Parallel derivatives are calculated by transforming to a field-aligned grid using FFT interpolation in
the toroidal direction, applying the finite-difference stencil, and transforming the result back with a
second FFT interpolation in the toroidal direction. Ion and electron parallel velocities and the parallel
heat flux are calculated on a staggered grid to avoid the chequerboard instability. Time integration
uses the method of lines, and is solved using CVODE from the SUNDIALS suite [89].

STORM, employing standard BOUT++ grid geometry, uses the poloidal coordinate as the field-
line coordinate. The very shallow field line pitch in TORPEX, in contrast to standard tokamaks, is
unfavourable for this method as the parallel grid spacing ∆∥ = ∆θB/Bp is so much larger than the
poloidal grid spacing ∆θ, where Bp is the magnitude of the poloidal magnetic field. Although the
poloidal grid spacing was adjusted to keep the parallel distance between grid points fairly constant
over as much of the domain as possible, the parallel grid spacing nevertheless exceeded 2 m in the
region within ∼ 4 cm of the X-point. While this spacing is a small fraction of the parallel connection
length of these field lines, which exceeds 100 m near the X-point, the effect of such a large parallel grid
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spacing is uncertain. Simulations with double the number of parallel grid points were numerically
unstable, so a convergence check was performed by running simulations with half the number of
parallel grid points. The lower resolution simulations were qualitatively similar to those presented in
this paper, although with lower fluctuation amplitudes near the X-point, in the region with the worst
parallel resolution.
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